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This article provides insight into the

perception of the average-Black-consumer

and the average-Black-business-owner in

Canada in order to remedy this relationship,

improve the sustainability of Black businesses

and overall wealth within the African Diaspora

community. The opinions expressed in the

article reflect themes ascertained by the

writer via observations of Black

consumers/business owners’ comments in

Black business groups, various conversations

with Black business owners, informal

conversations amidst various Black circles and

reviewing business articles written by Black

writers.
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Black consumers often believe the average-Black-

business-owner lacks “professionalism'' especially as

it relates to time. For example, showing up

for/finishing jobs late, shipping their products to the

consumers not within the time-frame or meeting

with clients/patients later than scheduled times. The

average-Black-consumer perceives the organization

and location of Black-owned-businesses as

inconvenient and/or with poor visibility. For example,

some Black consumers may want to support a Black-

owned hair-care store only to discover that it is

tucked away in the corner of a plaza with very small

signage.

Black consumers observe that Black businesses are

heavily concentrated in the fashion, food, beauty, hair

and real estate sector i.e. real-estate agents and

mortgage brokers. Hence, the scarcity of Black

businesses outside of these sectors, as remarked by

various Black consumers, makes it difficult to support

Black businesses in all areas of their life. Black

consumers often believe that many Black businesses’

products/services are overpriced. Some Black

consumers believe that various Black business

owners expect unconditional support from Black

consumers regardless of the quality of their

service/product. Some Black consumers reckon that

certain Black business owners perceive themselves to

be above criticism and therefore attribute Black

consumers’ critiques, constructive or not, as a way of

reinforcing the rhetoric suggesting the inferiority of

Black businesses.

prices or complaining about the supposed high

price of items/services. The average-Black-business-

owner does not appear troubled by the act of

haggling per se, as this is a part of African Diaspora

cultures reflected “back-home.” Rather, countless

Black business owners believe that various Black

consumers rarely engage in this behaviour with

non-Black-business-owners. In fact, numerous Black

business owners suggest that most Black

consumers infrequently hesitate paying these same-

or-higher prices in non-Black

businesses/establishments. 

Numerous Black business owners insist that they

make all efforts to exemplify optimal customer

service, but believe that certain Black consumers

leave little room for genuine error for Black

businesses while appearing content with blatant

disrespect at non-Black-owned-

businesses/establishments. Hence, Black business

owners perceive Black consumers’ support as

conditional compared to their unconditional

support for non-Black businesses.
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T H E  P S Y C H O L O G Y  O F  T H E  B L A C K

C O N S U M E R  I N  C A N A D A

Many Black business owners note that Black consumers

judge their service/products by unrealistic standards not

held for other non-Black businesses. Some common

examples are the Black consumers’ unwillingness to pay

full-price for an item/service by opting to haggle down 

T H E  P S Y C H O L O G Y  O F  T H E  B L A C K -

B U S I N E S S - O W N E R  I N  C A N A D A
R E P A I R I N G  T H E  B L A C K - C O N S U M E R

A N D  B L A C K - B U S I N E S S - O W N E R

R E L A T I O N S H I P

Based on the various observations noted above,

here are some ways to repair the relationship

between Black consumers and Black business

owners:



1.   Our concentration of Black businesses in only a

few areas as aforementioned reflects African

Diaspora people’s values. We must shift our value

system in order to demonstrate to our fellow Black

entrepreneurs our willingness to invest and support

them meeting our neglected areas outside of

concentrated sectors like the academic,

manufacturing, technology, finances and health

sectors.  

2.   Black-business-owners are not above criticism.

Listen to Black consumer critiques and evaluate if the

critiques are grounded in malice or in something

constructive that can improve the quality of the

business.

3.   Black consumers need to evaluate the standards

they hold for Black-businesses. Are we holding these

same standards for non-Black

establishments/businesses? Are they realistic?

4.   Black-business-owners need to be intentional

about how they market and set up their

product/service. Where are you marketing your

product/service? Are you selling more than one

product/service? Where are you setting up shop?

Convenience has become a major tenet of capitalism;

how convenient is your business for people?

Are we ready to begin supporting each other to

achieve Black-business-sustainability?
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